Technically Speaking, You Can Relax.

To feel confident and effectively equipped, you need a technical expert in the room dedicated to your event, making sure your audience experiences the finest event possible.

The Amman Marriott Hotel professionals provide peace of mind by assuring the Flawless Execution of every technical element of your meeting, whether it involves properly attaching a wireless microphone to your CEO’s lapel or negotiating multiple audio, video and lighting cues during a live performance. As a result, your presenters can concentrate on their message. Your planners and coordinators can attend to speakers and attendees. And your attendees can focus on content — all without distraction.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Good • Better • Best
Give the Amman Marriott Hotel the Opportunity to Deliver the Spectacular!

Are you looking for a simple setup for a quick meeting at a good value? Or perhaps something a little more detailed for an all-day session? Or maybe a technical production that WOW each spectator? Will capture the attention of every attendee and when you partner with the Amman Marriott Hotel for your technology and event needs, we will work with you on design (modest to complex), as well as extremely competitive pricing and multiple options for your audio visual needs. With the Amman Marriott Hotel, there is no such thing as a small meeting. We view every partnership as the opportunity to build a lasting relationship with our clients. Don’t miss out on the Amman Marriott Hotel difference! Let our professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your Better event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything—all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Record Directly to Digital.
Now that’s Sound Advice.

Do you need every valuable word from an event captured with crystal-clear quality? If so, let the Amman Marriott Hotel professional technicians digitally record your event.

Digital recordings give you easy “chapter-by-chapter” access to content. Electronic files can be provided quickly and easily. In addition, CDs can be duplicated and made available to an entire audience or those unable to attend. Plus, a digital audio recording always sounds exactly as it did the day it was recorded — with absolutely no sound-quality degradation. Digital is also compatible with virtually any playing device, so attendees can listen at home, while traveling or on their computer. You can also preserve and share the recording on a Web-based archive.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for further information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
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Hear No Evil with Amman Marriott Hotel event technology’s Quality Sound Systems

Ensure your event is a “sound success” with the assistance of the Amman Marriott Hotel. When you add our high-definition sound systems to your next event, you can be assured that all your attendees will clearly hear every word, intonation or musical note.

The ultra-compact and powerful speakers vastly improve audio quality, while heightening audience engagement through realistic acoustics. These sound systems are the perfect choice for intimate to large venues with their sleek, unobtrusive design and aesthetic presence. The new technology delivers purity with a more dynamic range than a meeting room’s public address system.

Let Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support delivers flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular audio, theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Hang Your Success on the Amman Marriott Hotel Decorative Drape

Explore the limitless possibilities with the Amman Marriott Hotel event technology by taking an ordinary room and making it extraordinary with the use of decorative drape.

With several color options, as well as custom creations, available, the Amman Marriott Hotel Spa will turn your event into a momentous occasion that will capture the attention and imagination of everyone present. Whether standard drape paired with up-lights, themed fiber optics, or projected images on the draping, you will have a dazzling setting for your wedding, meeting or social function.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for further information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Let Amman Marriott Hotel Create the Perfect Welcoming Atmosphere

Get ready to WOW your guests from the moment they arrive and walk in the door. With the Amman Marriott Hotel’s creative entrance designs, you are sure to make a lasting impression.

Through scenic elements and an artistic touch, our on-site production team will capture the imagination of every attendee for any type of gathering. Whether it’s with lighting, plasma monitors, set pieces or draping, the Amman Marriott Hotel will ensure that your entrance is inviting, while at the same time turning an ordinary meeting into an extraordinary event.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish  
Senior Events Manager  
Amman Marriott Hotel  
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com  
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Let Amman Marriott Hotel Set You on the Path to Success

Captivate your audience the moment they lay eyes on the set with customized and innovative scenic elements. Knowing that creating the right atmosphere for a meeting can be half the battle to a successful event, the Amman Marriott Hotel has the capabilities to set the perfect scene for you to deliver your message clearly and creatively.

Whether it is an intimate sales presentation, discreet boardroom conference, full-scale rollout of a new product or a banquet of light, sound and motion, the on-site production team will capture the imagination of every attendee through the use of scenic elements.

When you are looking for creativity, comfort and confidence, we have the resources to transform your vision into reality. We can actually show you different design options and work with you to develop a plan that fits your needs.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
The Amman Marriott Hotel will light the Way to a Spectacular Event

Strategic lighting is the key to creating the perfect mood for your meeting or even changing the atmosphere during the event. The Amman Marriott Hotel’s LED lights will transform your venue into the ideal environment to deliver your message and capture the attention of all your attendees.

Changing colors on your stage, set pieces and ambient elements can occur in seconds with a touch of a button, making your event surprising and creative. LED lighting fixtures offer the flexibility to create a spectacular setting while achieving your meeting objectives.

In addition, LEDs use high-intensity power-emitting diodes to produce bright light with low heat, which is much safer than conventional lights. LED lights also use six times less power per light than normal lights. Make sure your next meeting is “green”...or red... or yellow...

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular lighting, theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
No matter what you call them... gobos, lighting stencils, lit patterns or perhaps "that thing that projects images on the wall," the Amman Marriott Hotel has them.

Known for creating dramatic effects on dance floors, stages, sidewalks, walls, ceilings, buildings or even water, gobos will project light in a specific design that can range from your logo, seasonal pictures or perhaps a name. You can choose from our in-house stock of standard gobo images or create your own custom look.

Don’t forget to ask about our gobo accessories to complete your striking vision. Amman Marriott Hotel can supply gobo lights and rotators that will create moving, endless effects, ranging from a sky full of clouds to running water to crackling fires. Our vast array of gobo devices will take your event to new heights of creativity.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution and creative lighting for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for further information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Go Green with the Amman Marriott Hotel

It is of vital importance that everyone does their part to save the planet. That’s why the Amman Marriott Hotel has gone green. Sustainability will make a world of difference when it comes to making environmentally friendly choices for your next event.

The Amman Marriott Hotel offers LED lights, postconsumer recycled flipchart paper and whiteboards, and by maintaining our equipment on-site we reduce transportation emissions throughout the nation.

Modern technology generally offers greater energy savings, so the Amman Marriott Hotel continually evaluates equipment, including lifespan, energy star compliance and power consumption. Electronic waste represents 2% of America’s landfills and 70% of overall toxic waste, so our outdated equipment is resold or donated to charities.

Reliable battery performance is critical for wireless microphones, so recycling programs have been instituted to reduce waste. Our green initiatives permeate nearly every aspect of our business from toner recycling to an enhanced computerized ordering system to electronic marketing brochures.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution and green technology for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for further information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Capture the Moon with the Amman Marriott Hotel

Create your own moonlight with the Amman Marriott Hotel’s Airstar Balloons. These illuminated globes provide ambient light for any function, while giving the illusion of a full moon at your event.

Whether on a patio, courtyard, beach, poolside or any venue, these lighting fixtures will place your event in the limelight and will improve your attendees’ visibility of the surrounding terrain without interfering with the natural beauty of the location. You are sure to please everyone with these safe and creative lights, which can also be personalized with your company name or logo.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular lighting, theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for further information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish  
Senior Events Manager  
Amman Marriott Hotel  
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com  
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Put Your Event in the Spotlight!

Creative lighting can be the difference between ordinary and extraordinary. The Amman Marriott Hotel will elevate your event to new levels with the use of illuminated custom gobos, spotlights, highlights, decorative floor up-lighting or intelligent lighting.

Whether you are projecting a customized shape on a screen or curtain, strategically lighting an area for improved visibility, adding elegance and color to a blank wall or enhancing an atmosphere with moving lights, the Amman Marriott Hotel offers a variety of interior and exterior packages to ensure an unforgettable lighting experience.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular lighting, theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Scene and Be Seen with Image Magnification

With Image Magnification (I-MAG), everyone at your event will feel like they’re sitting in the front row.

Using extremely bright projectors, the image of your speaker, panel or on-stage entertainment will be projected onto a large screen (or multiple screens) from a camera unobtrusively located in the venue.

The Amman Marriott Hotel’s detailed I-MAG system provides everyone in the room with a clear view of facial expressions, animated gestures and body language.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular videography, theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Capture the Action and keep the Experience Forever

Make an unforgettable grand finale by showcasing the program’s most dramatic and notable moments. With an entertaining, professionally produced highlight video, audiences will leave reminiscing your event’s premiere experiences.

Created by a team of professionals highly skilled in videography and editing, your video becomes a powerful, long-lasting record of a moving experience. Distribute it as a keepsake of important messages to the entire audience or those unable to attend. Share it on a Web-based archive, or use the footage as a tool for promoting future events.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular videography, theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Make Your Image the Flat-Out Best.

Splash your message throughout your event in style with flat-panel, high-contrast plasma/LCD monitors. High-definition monitors add vibrancy to board meetings and special events.

Even in fully lit meeting space, these wide anti-glare screens deliver superior illumination. Suspend them as dramatic graphic elements, or mount them throughout your venue to ensure an unobstructed view for all attendees.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
You Can’t Afford to Risk Your Image.

When you have an important presentation or event, the last thing you should worry about is your projector. Don’t risk damaging your projector in transit or place the fate of your presentation on a single bulb, which can cost hundreds of dollars and may be difficult to replace.

Eliminate your worries by simply reserving one of our reliable projectors in advance and let us do the rest. Use your time to focus on your event, and we’ll make sure the unit is preset, tested and fully functional before your meeting begins. An on-hand inventory of back-ups further guarantees consistent, reliable performance.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Power-Up with the Amman Marriott Hotel Event Technology

Get ready for a high-voltage meeting! With the Amman Marriott Hotel’s Power-Up Package, your attendees can link directly to multiple electrical connections seamlessly and hassle-free. This package is designed to meet the power needs of individual participants at small meetings or events, in break-out rooms’ at large conventions or for any gathering.

Whether your attendees need to hook-up their laptops, charge their mobile phones or simply require a place to “plug in,” the Amman Marriott Hotel offers the Power-Up Package with the appropriate number of power connections beforehand, so that all participants can stay productive and have an outlet in the room to meet their personal needs.

Avoid event disruptions and last-minute requests to add power strips, E-strings or other forms of electrical outlets while your meeting is in progress. Show your attendees you are prepared by having the Amman Marriott Hotel setup outlets at each meeting table or provide a power station in the back of the room or at the registration table. We will configure the power arrangement to your specific needs.

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel’s professional, full-service support deliver flawless execution for your event every time. From spectacular theming, design and budgeting, to the last technical detail, we’ll take care of everything — all at a low daily cost.

Please contact us for additional information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Spectacular Holiday Events with the Amman Marriott Hotel

Let the Amman Marriott Hotel set the mood for your holiday event, and your guests will be enchanted the moment they walk through the doors.

Imagine dramatic lighting splashing holiday color around the room, pin-spots illuminating your special centerpieces, your logo projected on the wall, or perhaps the floor, where your guests enter.

We can create specific and unique lighting packages to enhance your event and delight the senses.

Continue to build the festive theme with holiday music that sets the tone as your guests settle into their places or mingle with others. Just bring your favorite music and let us do the rest!

Need to show a video or presentation? Or assistance building one? With our technical expertise, beautifully dressed screens and sophisticated projectors, you are sure to command their attention. We can also capture the memories with the latest video technology.

Just imagine the possibilities!

The Amman Marriott Hotel can help you make your Holiday Event ... Spectacular!

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Be a Social Butterfly with the Amman Marriott Hotel

Whether you are celebrating a birthday, reunion, anniversary, corporate party, wedding or other special gathering, let the Amman Marriott Hotel event technology help make it the social event of the season.

Imagine dramatic lighting splashing color around the room, pin-spots illuminating your centerpieces, or your name projected on the wall, or perhaps the floor, amplifying your guests’ excitement as they make their entrance. We can create specific and unique lighting packages to enhance your event and delight the senses.

Next, command your guests’ attention with a video or presentation. With our production assistance, technical expertise, beautifully dressed screens and incredibly bright projectors, Amman Marriott Hotel can make you the star of your own movie on the big screen. Just before the toasts and speeches begin, a photo montage begins to set the scene and take your guests down memory lane.

Continue to build the festive theme with music that sets the tone as your guests settle into their places or mingle with others. Just bring your favorite music, and let us do the rest!

The Amman Marriott Hotel can help you make your event ... Spectacular!

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Creating a Lifetime of Memories

With the support of the Amman Marriott Hotel, your wedding will not only be one of the most important days of your life, but it will be a truly unforgettable event.

We’ll provide an impeccable sound system, romantic lighting, and a timely presentation of your reception video. When your special day is in our hands, your worries will vanish, and you will have the wedding of your dreams, filled with positive memories that will last a lifetime.

Imagine being the stars of your own movie on the big screen: just before the toasts and speeches begin, a photo montage takes your guests down memory lane. Whether at your rehearsal dinner or wedding reception, this is a great way to create emotion, laughter and maybe even a few happy tears.

We will provide creativity, confidence and comfort while delivering flawless execution with a hospitality approach. Through our full-service support, proactive training, technical knowledge and the absolute best in equipment, our team will deliver the spectacular.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888
Does your meeting need to be Wii-juvenated? Or perhaps you want to be the company hero... Guitar Hero, that is. When you select the Amman Marriott Hotel as your meeting partner, you’ve chosen a team of professionals who also knows how important it is to have a little fun.

Our Wii Packages are just the thing to refresh your attendees, encourage team bonding and get them motivated for whatever lies ahead. With games like Guitar Hero, Tennis, Bowling, Boxing, Golf and more, you are sure to be a real champion to your entire team. If Wii is not your preference, just ask us about the availability of our other gaming systems, sure to enhance any event.

When you are looking for creativity, comfort and confidence, we have the resources to transform your vision into reality. We deliver the spectacular on every event, every time.

Please contact us for more information and competitive pricing.

Randa Kakish
Senior Events Manager
Amman Marriott Hotel
Email: randa.kakish@marriotthotels.com
Phone: +962 777 900 888